Preinsertion paramedian ultrasound guidance for epidural anesthesia.
Ultrasound is receiving growing interest for improving the guidance of needle insertion in epidural anesthesia. Defining a paramedian ultrasound scanning technique would be helpful for correctly identifying the vertebral level. Finding surrogate measures of the depth of the epidural space may also improve the ease of scanning. We examined 20 parturients with pre-epidural ultrasound in the paramedian plane, and the predicted depth was compared with the actual midline depth. The actual depth was also compared with subject biometrics, depth of transverse process, and thickness of lumbar fat. The scanning technique allowed the depth of the epidural space to be measured in all subjects. The depth measured in ultrasound was strongly correlated to the actual depth (R(2) = 0.8 and 95% limits of agreement of -14.8 to 5.2 mm), unlike patient biometrics (R(2) < 0.25), the depth of the neighboring transverse processes (R(2) = 0.35 and 95% limits of agreement of -13.8 to 19.1 mm), or the thickness of overlying fat (R(2) = 0.66). The duration of the ultrasound scan was 10 min at the beginning of the trial and 3 min for the last subjects. Paramedian ultrasound can be used to estimate the midline depth to the epidural space. The surrogate measures are not sufficiently correlated with the depth to the epidural space to recommend them as a replacement for the actual depth to the epidural space measurement.